Product Unique Selling Points
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real coffee
Real milk
Real foam
No added sugar
Speed and Ease
Multiple flavours
Long shelf life
Biodegradable carton
Convenient to carry/transport
Outside of the cold chain

Brand Position
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusive retail
High turnover B2B (airlines, hotels, safari operations)
Upper middle income and aspirational
Discerning
Cosmopolitan
Convenient
Ahead of trend (next big thing)

Brand Message
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ella is an aspirational trend leader
Ella is hip and just a little cheeky
Ella flips expectations
Ella is only real ingredients
Ella is a distinctive experience
Ella is easy everywhere
Ella is 100% recyclable

RATIONALE
Curiosity is key in introducing and driving the new Ella brand. We should avoid the expected, the
formulaic, the presentation of what is commonly seen, avoid commercial wallpaper.
Curiosity created in the suggestion of the enigmatic and unique allow commercial spots to work
virally. Curiosity with the content of the spots trades into curiosity with trying and developing a
relationship with the product itself. So the Ella spots must germinate in the novel, the unexpected
and the extra-ordinary qualities of the product to draw and drive attention.
Intelligent, unaffected and 'cheeky' wit, quirkiness of concept and distinctive style are good
currency in the modern, supersaturated media landscape.
Ella commercial spots deal in dry, subtle, sophisticated inversions. Never wet 'smut' nor even
moist 'nudge-wink'. This humour is, like Ella, cosmopolitan, playful and unexpected.
Firstly in each context presented (aeroplane, film set, hotel etc.) the practice itself - creating a
good Cappuccino quickly and efficiently - is novel. A first. Unique. Something in itself worth staring
in awe at. What the audience observe, quite simply, is a character preparing and enjoying an Ella.
Then, driving the comedic possibilities, is the layering of the characters cast in the situation, the
incongruity of the situation, the obsessive staring of the participants in the scene, the implied risk
of either private or public embarrassment, and the final reversal of expectation within the scene.
The risk of embarrassment falls each time on the observers who witness an action and are,
apparently, mistaking what they are seeing.
Combining these two drivers each scene seems to suggest, through innuendo, an ‘interpretation
of the action’ that we and the staring onlookers are observing. This collusion of ‘error in meaning’
is shared with us the audience but we have the outsider privilege of seeing the error and
therefore finding it funny.
The action itself should be subtle enough and ‘dry’ enough in its execution that the act of shaking
the cup is nothing more than that. In finely balancing the 'reality' and the 'suggestion' we create a
comedic tension that draws the audience towards the final flipping of the imagined fantasy
through the 'magic' inversion of the logo and the tag-line; “Nothing Else”.
The simplicity of the set up allows for an infinite range of context. Each spot entertains in its own
right but we allow for the creation of a 'universe' that titillates the audience with expectation as
to where each spot could possibly go next. A long term narrative engagement with the style,
attitude and humour builds engagement with the product and brand over time that keeps the
audience engaged and invested in a journey of pleasing discovery.

AIRPLANE
We are in an airplane. The passengers are all focussed on a man who sits in an aisle seat at the
front. The air hostess stands above him staring down at him.
We see that his arm and head are shaking gently but determinedly.
Over his shoulder we reveal that he is shaking an Ella.
He turns it over, un-caps it, pours it into a cup and adds hot water. (demo sequence)
Our hero looks up at the hostess and back at the passengers. Smiles. He raises the cup to his lips.
We see the logo end of the cup. It flips upside down.
TAGLINE:

Ella Coffee Mélange.
Real Coffee. Real Milk.
Nothing Else.

BARRISTA'D
We are in a hyper trendy coffee shop. A hipster girl with stupendous breasts and styled hair sits at
the counter. Behind the counter a hipster barrista with full beard and waxed moustache is staring
at the girl. She stares right back.
The barrista's arm and shoulder are shaking. We cannot see his hands. They stare into each
others' eyes. The other customers (all bearded, even some of the girls) are all staring at our
couple.
The barrista brings his right hand into view. He is shaking an Ella.
He turns it over, un-caps it and pours it into a strendy glass mug. Everyone still staring. He adds
hot water. The foam surges to the rim. (demo sequence)
He slides the cup across to the girl. She drinks. Their eyes are locked.
We see the logo end of the cup. It flips upside down.
TAGLINE:

Ella Coffee Mélange.
Real Coffee. Real Milk.
Nothing Else.

SAFARI SO GOOD
We are in the African bush.
A small herd of wildebeest has stopped and stares. Ears flicking with alarm.
We follow their gaze to a safari Land-rover paused on a rough track. In the drivers seat the game
ranger is gently shaking, oblivious to the stares of his safari guests. In the jump seat on the front
of the landie the game tracker stares back at the ranger.
We reveal that he is shaking an Ella.
He turns it over, un-caps it, pours it into a tin mug, and adds hot water from a flask.
(demo sequence)
He hands the perfect cappuccino to one of the staring guests. Smiles. And starts preparing the
next one...
We see the logo end of the cup. It flips upside down.
TAGLINE:

Ella Coffee Mélange.
Real Coffee. Real Milk.
Nothing Else.

MAID IN HEAVEN
We see through an open hotel room door, shifting POV.
From behind a large, voluptuous woman with operatic hair sits on the edge of the bed. She is
shaking. She bobs up and down on the bed.
We cut further back and see 2 hotel maids, with laundry trolley, and another hotel guest leaning
in, staring. The woman shakes. We cut to in front of her. Her ample breasts shake.
We open out to reveal that she is shaking an Ella.
Turns it over, un-caps it. Pours it into a delicate china cup. Adds hot water. (demo sequence)
We see the logo end of the cup. It flips upside down.
TAGLINE:

Ella Coffee Mélange.
Real Coffee. Real Milk.
Nothing Else.

TRAFFIC JAMMED
We are in slow moving, almost static traffic. The sound of radio commentary. In the back of a
large, luxury, chauffeur driven car sits a hip looking executive. His shoulders and arm are shaking.
His chauffeur stares in the review mirror. Passengers and drivers in the adjacent cars are staring at
him.
The traffic inches forward. The man continues to shake.
We become aware that a vast swathe of the traffic jam car occupants are staring or craning their
necks to stare, from all directions.
The man lifts his hand. He is shaking an Ella.
He turns it over, un-caps it, pours it into a porcelain mug resting on the centre console, adds hot
water from a flask. The foam rising perfectly. (demo sequence)
He lifts the cup to his lips. A car behind hoots. He smiles serenely out at the traffic.
We see the logo end of the cup. It flips upside down.
TAGLINE:

Ella Coffee Mélange.
Real Coffee. Real Milk.
Nothing Else.

STAR STRUCK
We are on a film set. Cheesy romantic Hero. Clichéd romantic bimbo. Classic romantic scene,
dripping with sentiment. They are about to Kiss. The man looks exceptionally keen and predatory.
As their lips are about to touch, the main lights blows. The director yells; “Cut! Ok take a break
everyone...”
The Hero leaves the set hurriedly. The heroine left stranded and flustered. The crew start to reset.
Cut to hero actor at the catering table. From behind we see his shoulders and right arm shaking.
The entire crew stand and stare. He shakes.
We cut to the front of the Hero. He is shaking an Ella. He turns it over, un-caps it and pours it into
a paper cup and adds hot water. (Demo sequence)
He turns, raises the cup to his lips, notices the crew. A moment of awkward.
We see the logo end of the cup. It flips upside down.
TAGLINE:

Ella Coffee Mélange.
Real Coffee. Real Milk.
Nothing Else.

BORED ROOM
A corporate meeting.
Around a large table men in suits sit staring. One is standing staring, frozen pointing at a graph.
The only woman in the room is seated at the head of the table, the real power player, dressed in a
sharp suit.
Her shoulder shakes and her hand works below the table. The entire room stare on. The man
nearest her coughs uncomfortably.
Eventually she lifts her hand. She is shaking an Ella.
She turns it over, un-caps it, pours it into a delicate coffee cup. She adds hot water from a small
silver jug. (Demo sequence)
She lifts the cup to her lips. Poker faced staring down the men’s club.
We see the logo end of the cup. It flips upside down.
TAGLINE:

Ella Coffee Mélange.
Real Coffee. Real Milk.
Nothing Else.

COW POKE
An attractive farmland vista. A farmer sits in the front cab of his truck (or on a tractor) Below
frame his shoulders and arms are shaking. The sounds of farm animals.
A cock crows.
The farmer becomes aware he is being watched. He turns. An entire herd of cows stand staring at
him.
A moment, then he lifts his arm. He is shaking an Ella.
He turns it over, un-caps it, pours it into a flask cup and adds hot water from the flask.
(Demo sequence)
We cut to what seems like a ‘fake’ cow amongst the other cows.
The farmer raises the cup to his lips, looking suspiciously at the ‘fake’ cow.
We see the logo end of the cup. It flips upside down.
TAGLINE:

Ella Coffee Mélange.
Real Coffee. Real Milk.
Nothing Else.

Dog Leg
An art gallery opening. Very pretentious high society art crowd. A Dali-esque type gentleman,
with prim moustache, stands observing an outrageous mess of an art work. He holds a leash. We
hear a scratching sound with breathing. The art crowd stares in his direction.
We cut to his dog, a French poodle, which has an Ella cup strapped to its leg. The dog is scratching
itself.
The gentleman bends down out of frame while the crowd stares. He stands back up with the Ella
cup.
Turns it over, un-caps it. Pours it into a cunning collapsible cup. He adds hot water it from small
decorative flask. (Demo sequence)
He lifts the cup to his lips cradling it in a napkin. The dog barks.
We see the logo end of the cup. It flips upside down.
TAGLINE:

Ella Coffee Mélange.
Real Coffee. Real Milk.
Nothing Else.

'Every viewer is going to get a
different thing.
That's the beauty about
painting, photography,
cinema...'
David Lynch

